
force concept, which
is traditionally used
for ad hoc coalitions
as a modus operandi of
a standing alliance.
NATO’s forte has been
robust, highly inte-
grated but static mili-
tary structures with a
fixed mission. The
task force concept is
characteristic of short-
term, quick-reaction
contingency forces
created and deployed
for a specific crisis. If
successful, the NATO
CJTF will be a hybrid
capability that com-
bines the best at-
tributes of both coali-
tion and Alliance
forces: rapid flexible
crisis response and a
trained, ready multi-
national force backed
by an in-place infras-
tructure. CJTF will be
a stand-by capability

for conducting peacekeeping and peace-en-
forcement operations. It will be a multina-
tional force, seasoned by regular exercises
and trained in common procedures, ready to
respond in time of crisis. 

NATO’s immediate peacetime missions
have changed even though at its core it re-
mains an alliance for collective defense. The
two-hour reaction criteria for corps-sized for-
mations to meet a Soviet attack and the layer
cake static defense on Western Europe’s bor-
ders are gone. NATO has responded to the
out-of-area or out-of-business challenge to its
existence with a determined reply that it will
stay in business. For the Armed Forces some
aspects of the CJTF concept will be familiar
while others will not. Grafting a rapid re-
sponse asset to the consensus-driven NATO
Alliance will not be easy. It is one thing to
develop concepts and doctrine for one na-
tion and quite another to deploy the forces
of 16 nations. Success depends upon innova-
tive thinking and a serious commitment to
adapt. As CJTF begins to acquire form and
substance, it is worth examining the concept
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N ATO is modifying its decades-old
integrated military structure to
create rapid deployment com-
bined joint task forces (CJTFs).

For Americans the task force concept is
scarcely new—it was a staple of U.S. doctrine
even before the Goldwater-Nichols DOD Re-
organization Act directed that greater em-
phasis be given to joint and combined war-
fare. Other NATO members have also used
the concept in such places as Zaire (1991),
the Persian Gulf (1991), and Falklands
(1982). In fact, NATO itself relied on joint
and combined doctrine for collective de-
fense throughout the Cold War. 

Why is the CJTF initiative news? What
is unique—unprecedented in military doc-
trine—is NATO’s bid to incorporate the task
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and its implications for U.S. doctrine, force
structure, and operations planning.

NATO Adapts
CJTF is the latest in a series of NATO

adaptations as the Alliance struggles to keep
up with changes and remain relevant in a
vastly different security environment. On
balance, NATO has sustained admirable mo-
mentum in its commitment to transform.
Broadly speaking, there are three main ob-
jectives in the fashioning of a new NATO.
First, the Alliance is adjusting its structure to
new missions and priorities. The most im-
portant mission is managing crisis. If NATO
cannot do that it cannot meet the needs of
its members. Crisis management calls for
smaller multinational forces with the flexi-
bility for contingencies over a wide geo-
graphical area. Second, the Alliance is ex-
tending security and stability beyond
NATO’s borders, especially to the new
democracies of the East where crises are
most likely to occur. Third, NATO has ac-
ceded to the wishes of its European members
to develop a collective defense capability of
their own known as the European Security
and Defense Identity (ESDI). The CJTF con-
cept addresses all three objectives.

NATO has already taken a number of
steps since the end of the Cold War to fur-
ther these objectives. Each step has been
part of the evolutionary process essential to
change in a consensus-driven institution.
The nature of each action lays the founda-
tion for further steps. As the January 1994
summit approached, forces and headquarters

had been reduced, but the command struc-
ture and crisis management system re-
mained essentially as designed for collective
defense under article 5 of the North Atlantic
Treaty. Meanwhile, planning for peace oper-
ations in Bosnia-Herzegovina already
pointed to the need for readily deployable
forces for out-of-area missions. Moreover,
more progress was demanded on reaching
out to the East and on ESDI. 

In October 1993 the United States pro-
posed the CJTF concept as a means of estab-
lishing a genuine European military capabil-
ity that was “separable but not separate”
from NATO’s integrated military structure.
At the same time, CJTFs serve the purpose of
projecting security and stability to the East
by giving NATO the flexible military struc-
ture to address tasks such as peace opera-
tions. NATO heads of state approved the
CJTF initiative at their summit meeting in
January 1994.1

Defining CJTF
Joint doctrine describes a task force as a

temporary force for carrying out a specific
mission and as primarily operational (versus
strategic or tactical) in nature. JTFs involve
components from two or more services
while combined task forces include forces
from two or more nations.2 Although U.S.
doctrine does not define a CJTF per se, its
character can be easily derived from these
building blocks. 

An immediate issue is to agree on defini-
tions since an unambiguous lexicon is essen-
tial to a solid conceptual framework.3 NATO
has yet to arrive at a definition of CJTF.
However, in light of the NATO summit lan-
guage on CJTF and related U.S. doctrine, a
CJTF can be described as a multinational,
multiservice task force consisting of NATO
and possibly non-NATO forces capable of
rapid deployment to conduct limited dura-
tion peace operations beyond NATO’s bor-
ders, under the control of the NATO military
structure, the Western European Union
(WEU), or even a coalition of states. 

Since early 1994 work on CJTF has been
progressing on three levels. First, at the Mili-
tary Committee (MC) level and above, polit-
ical aspects of definitions, terms of reference,
and oversight are being resolved. Pre-
dictably, the resolution of such issues is
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by Desert Storm. Although not optimal and
far short of the vision of what CJTF will pro-
vide, NATO members and other potential
CJTF contributing states can provide suitable
forces. Ultimately, CJTFs will offer a much
greater opportunity for success than ad hoc
coalitions.

Command and Control
The conceptual underpinnings of CJTF

C2 are few but important: first, it must sup-
port the three main objectives of the NATO
transformation process outlined above; sec-
ond, it must ensure that collective defense re-
quirements can take priority if they arise;
third, it must preserve both the transatlantic
nature of the Alliance and the single inte-
grated military structure; and finally, it must
be done with minimum added cost. This
means that CJTFs must be formed as separa-
ble—but not separate—parts of NATO’s inte-
grated military structure, and that they rely
upon the resources of selected Major Subordi-
nate Commands (MSCs). 

Whatever C2 concept is ultimately ap-
proved, it must provide for timely responses
to crises beyond NATO borders, ensure
smooth coordination between the Alliance
and WEU, and be able to accommodate staff
participation by non-NATO nations (espe-
cially Central and East European) both dur-
ing pre-deployment planning and task force
operations. 

The functional requirements of CJTF
headquarters include assimilating and dis-
seminating intelligence; receiving and com-
mitting forces; and maintaining communi-
cations among subordinate, higher, and
“lateral” elements such as humanitarian
agencies, local civil authorities, or even
other militaries. The conduct of logistical
sustainment and the management and con-
trol of airspace are other tasks that must be
designed into CJTF headquarters. 

Present plans call for CJTF headquarters
staffs to be created in selected ACE and
ACLANT MSCs and built around the per-
sonnel and equipment tables of the host
MSC. An MSC might also task subordinate
commands to provide assets for CJTF head-
quarters and receive added resources from
other MSCs. When not involved in opera-
tions, the designated CJTF commander, a
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moving slowly as representatives of 16 na-
tions seek agreement. Second, at the Major
NATO Command (MNC) level, a tri-MNC
working group under the executive agency
of the Supreme Allied Commander Europe
(SACEUR) has completed a draft operational
concept for CJTF command and control

(C 2).4 The draft is now
being considered by Allied
military and political au-
thorities. Meanwhile, Al-
lied Command Europe
(ACE) and Allied Com-
mand Atlantic (ACLANT)

have begun to study procedures, training,
and equipment requirements. The aim is to
agree on a CJTF concept as soon as possible,
and conceivably conduct an initial exercise
evaluation in 1995. In meeting these objec-
tives the development of a C2 concept is the
most pressing requirement.

The composition and designation of po-
tential CJTF forces is the third level of work,
but for practical reasons that process is less
pressing. If a crisis erupts, forces can be cob-
bled together in ad hoc CJTFs, as illustrated
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general or flag officer from the host MSC,
will direct a small nucleus staff with re-
sponsibility for CJTF administration, opera-
tional planning, training, and exercises. 

Which of NATO’s eight MSCs will host a
CJTF headquarters staff has not been de-
cided. NATO must always consider more
than just military factors in command ar-
rangements. For both political and geo-
graphic reasons ACE may form a CJTF capa-
bility in all three of its MSCs: Allied Forces
Northwest Europe (AFNORTHWEST), Allied
Forces Central Europe (AFCENT), and Allied
Forces Southern Europe (AFSOUTH).
ACLANT might create only one or two CJTF
headquarters under Striking Fleet Atlantic
(STRIKEFLTLANT) or Eastern Atlantic (EAST-
LANT) commands. Both ACE and ACLANT
will develop capabilities for any type of
CJTF, consistent with the flexible intent of
the concept: land-based, sea-based, or sea-
based deploying ashore.

No response times have been agreed
upon for deploying lead CJTF elements; but

typically once a mis-
sion has received po-
litical approval an
immediate military
response is expected.
Thus an initial de-
ployment timeline,
of probably less than
one month, will be a
factor in concept de-
velopment. When
alerted for either an
exercise or actual
contingency opera-
tion, CJTF headquar-
ters will come up to
full strength by draw-
ing on the assets of
the host MSC as well
as other staffs. The
CJTF headquarters
primary staffs will
have trained as a
close working team
and remain generally
constant from one

operation to the next. However, the actual
headquarters size will be tailored to the size
of the operation and the requirement for
special staffs. A fully augmented CJTF could

be quite large and provide C2 for large multi-
national forces drawn from all services and
many outside agencies. Conversely, a much
smaller CJTF might be deployed to provide
C2 for a small contingent of only land and
air forces. 

Task force lines of command must lead
back to the MNC responsible for article 5 de-
fense in the region concerned since a CJTF
operation could escalate into a defense of Al-
liance territory or forces. For WEU-led CJTFs,
procedures to recall a force to NATO control
must be developed and exercised since, even
for WEU states, territorial defense is consid-
ered to be, first and foremost, a mission for
NATO. Once deployed, a CJTF could report
either directly to a regional MNC or through
an MSC, depending on the mission. One fac-
tor is whether the CJTF is land-based or sea-
based. The benefits of an intervening head-
quarters generally increase for land-based
operations while maritime forces tend to op-
erate over greater distances without addi-
tional C2 echelons. 

The CJTF will operate under agreed-on
NATO standing operating procedures (SOPs)
and standardization agreements (STANAGS).
Non-NATO nations engaging in CJTF opera-
tions must be proficient in these procedures
to successfully participate in contingencies.
When a headquarters is activated national
approval to allow all assigned personnel to
deploy—irrespective of a nation’s decision to
contribute forces—will be needed to avoid
degrading command and staff functions on
the brink of deployment.5 In addition to the
NATO staff, non-NATO nations contributing
forces to a CJTF will augment the headquar-
ters with essential liaisons and staffs. 

Since CJTFs can anticipate extended de-
ployments, a personnel rotation plan will be
needed for continuity in staff skills and op-
erational tempo. As a point of reference,
U.N. peacekeeping forces generally follow a
six-month rotation plan. How long a CJTF
must be prepared to operate remains unre-
solved. Historically, peace operations tend to
endure, thus it is possible that a CJTF will
have to operate (perhaps in a hostile envi-
ronment) for extended periods. 

CJTF Missions
An important consideration in develop-

ing the C2 concept is the limited purpose of
CJTF employment, that is, to conduct peace
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operations outside the NATO area as defined
in article 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty.
Peace operations (so-called non-article 5 op-
erations) are described in NATO’s MC 327,
“NATO Military Planning for Peace Support
Operations,” and include conflict preven-
tion, peacekeeping, humanitarian aid, and

peace enforcement. The mis-
sions of CJTFs will fall into
those four categories. Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Eu-
rope (SHAPE) has drafted sepa-
rate military doctrine for peace
operations, excluding peace en-

forcement which is regarded as being ade-
quately addressed in existing NATO and na-
tional military doctrine.

The geographical areas in which NATO
may agree to deploy a CJTF is first of all a
political question, although military capa-
bilities and limitations are important. In
contemplating the area in which a CJTF
may be deployed, it can be assumed that
any mission will aim to protect an Alliance
interest. Likely interests include preserva-
tion of peace in the lands and waters imme-
diately adjacent to NATO territory. Such se-
curity interests might also extend to distant

areas where conflict could threaten
European security and stability.

Missions for a CJTF under WEU
were outlined in the Petersberg Decla-
ration and are akin to NATO’s MC
327, and include humanitarian relief,
rescue operations, and peacekeeping.6
Also, an implied mission for CJTF
planners is providing an increased
reservoir of personnel experienced in
crisis response. Many short warning
missions such as noncombatant evac-
uation, disaster relief, and search and
rescue, which may have to be exe-
cuted by ad hoc coalition forces,
should benefit from NATO’s CJTF ini-
tiative and program training.

CJTFs under NATO
To make CJTFs adaptable to the

inclusion of non-NATO forces as well
as to employment under WEU, the tri-
MNC planners considered three CJTF
employment possibilities: a pure
NATO CJTF, a NATO-plus CJTF that
would include some non-NATO states,
and a European-led/WEU CJTF. A CJTF

headquarters could be deployed under any
of these options, depending upon the politi-
cal decision for employment and the nations
involved.

A pure NATO CJTF could involve forces
from up to 15 NATO members,7 though
even if NATO agrees to act some allies may
not be willing or able to contribute forces.
In some (perhaps most) scenarios the Al-
liance hopes to be joined by cooperation
partner states, that is, those nations which
have opted to join NATO’s PFP program and
have subsequently reached an agreement to
provide forces for a NATO-plus version of
CJTF. Theoretically, PFP is open to all 53
members of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE); practically
speaking, however, many smaller states are
incapable of CJTF participation.

If NATO members agree, a CJTF head-
quarters and support could be provided to
WEU which plans to solicit force contribu-
tions from its members, associates, and part-
ners, 23 nations in all. In this last option,
NATO military elements would probably as-
sume a support role.
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Since CJTF forces must be ready
on short notice, the forces which
nations might offer to a CJTF are
likely to be NATO reaction forces,
particularly the ACE Rapid Reaction
Corps (ARRC); the ARRC Multina-
tional Division, Central (MND–C); 8

or Standing Naval Forces, Atlantic
(STANAVFORLANT) and Mediter-
ranean (STANAVFORMED). 

CJTF-designated forces will have
to be focused on peace operations
and engage in significantly new
training and exercise regimens.
Some of the greatest challenges for
NATO forces may come from strate-
gic deployment and sustainment re-
quirements. Units heretofore accus-
tomed to a single mission close to
fixed support bases will find them-
selves in scenarios more closely related to
those of XVIII Airborne Corps.

NATO-Plus Contingencies
The potential for including forces of co-

operation partner states in CJTFs is an im-
portant variation of the concept. Many sce-
narios suggest that crises will erupt in their
geographic regions, and by themselves the
cooperation partners have little hope of
meeting demands of major crises. So plan-
ning, training, and exercising with NATO is
an important prerequisite for participation
in CJTFs. 

The way in which cooperation partners
will be exposed to NATO practices is through
the other major initiative of the January
1994 summit, the Partnership for Peace
(PFP). Under PFP’s military cooperation pro-
gram, partner militaries will be exposed to
NATO procedures, standards, and schools,
and participate in NATO exercises, especially
for peacekeeping. In crises, skills honed
under the PFP program can be used in CJTF
operations, effectively extending the stabiliz-
ing role of NATO into the regions of partner
states. Even if not actually called on to de-
ploy, the planning and capability developed
under PFP and CJTF exercises will lend a
considerable sense of security to the partner
states as military-to-military contacts deepen
and the pool of personnel with NATO-part-
ner experience grows. 

Initially there will be significant prob-
lems to overcome, especially language barri-
ers (the official NATO languages are French
and English, but the working language in the
NATO military structure is English). There
will also be doctrinal differences in all man-
ner of military operations. In the short term
equipment incompatibility will not be fatal
because NATO has long managed a wide vari-
ety of different items in all its major and not-
so-major lines. However, to succeed in fast-
moving contingency operations NATO must
revive standardization and interoperability,
especially in command and control. Some lo-
gistics standards, such as those for fuel and
ammunition, must also be given more prior-
ity. These concerns aside, the capability exists
today to operate together in a crisis just as
was done in Desert Storm.

WEU-Led Operations
The offer to provide CJTFs to WEU cre-

ates different operational challenges, partic-
ularly in command and control. NATO will
provide a CJTF headquarters to WEU with
the approval of the North Atlantic Council
(NAC) on a case-by-case basis. WEU has re-
cently provided NATO with a concept paper
outlining operational requirements for a
CJTF but has yet to participate with NATO
officially on concept development. The lack
of direct coordination notwithstanding,
some observations can be made on how a
CJTF might operate under WEU and what
the challenges will be.
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Once a decision is taken in NAC to pro-
vide a CJTF to WEU, NATO will choose a
CJTF headquarters element from one of its
MSCs and prepare it for deployment. Dur-
ing the stand-up process, the CJTF head-

quarters will be mission and force
tailored. At an appropriate point,
control of the CJTF will be trans-
ferred to WEU. Along with the
CJTF headquarters, NATO will pro-
vide support assets to sustain it.
The forces will likely come from

WEU member states who maintain forces
answerable to WEU (referred to as FAWEU).

Besides contributions by 10 member states,
forces may also be offered by the WEU’s as-
sociate members or associate partners.9 In
addition, the United States has agreed to
support WEU operations with unique assets.

The size of a WEU-controlled operation,
and hence composition of the CJTF head-
quarters and forces deployed, is expected to
be smaller than NATO-led operations. This is
based on the assumption that if a crisis is
large enough to concern all of the Allies (not
just European members), NATO would direct
the operation. Another factor is that, while
WEU missions are basically the same as
NATO’s, WEU is only in the initial throes of
adapting to a new role and lacks a perma-
nent military C2 structure.

In developing NATO WEU agreements
on CJTF, a central issue is identifying the role
of SACEUR or Supreme Allied Commander
Atlantic (SACLANT). One view is that either
SACEUR or SACLANT could be designated as
the “supporting CINC” to the WEU opera-
tional commander for the provision of NATO
resources as well as for whatever U.S. assets
are provided. This view is an extension of
U.S. doctrinal relationships and will have to
stand the test of Alliance scrutiny, particu-
larly on the political side. Another concern is
the adequacy of the political-military struc-
ture directing a WEU-led CJTF operation. The
union has no structure to parallel the NATO
Military Committee, International Military
Staff (IMS), or MNCs. WEU is studying this
problem but will not create a duplicative
structure. Instead, it may strengthen its oper-
ational headquarters or have the state pro-
viding the headquarters be the intermediary
between the WEU Council and the CJTF
commands.10

Logistical Support
CJTF logistical support will be one of

the greatest challenges for an alliance that
has known only interior lines of communi-
cation, fixed bases, and a wealth of host na-
tion support. NATO’s infrastructure, logistics
planning, and support must meet rapid de-
ployments, long and potentially unsecured
lines of communication, and bare base oper-
ations. While NATO will likely adhere to its
longstanding principle of national responsi-
bility for supplies and services as the pri-
mary means for CJTF support, there will be
unique transport and distribution require-
ments. Depending on the operational envi-
ronment and the size of the task force, logis-
tics coordination might be handled by either
the headquarters logistics staff or, in more
demanding situations, designation of a sepa-
rate combined-joint logistics command.

There will also be special logistical needs
for headquarters and support elements as-
signed directly from NATO. Providing sup-
plies and services to these elements will be a
responsibility of the logistics coordination
staff or center. When a CJTF is chopped to
WEU for a European-led operation, NATO’s
logistics concepts and infrastructure system
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will follow and provide the same standard of
support as if the CJTF were NATO-led. A
comprehensive CJTF concept will have to
provide for self-sustainment, a concept not
often considered by Alliance planners accus-
tomed to the availability of extensive host
nation support. In most crises such support
will be unavailable, and in humanitarian aid
operations the CJTF cannot rely upon the
limited resources which might be available
for the population in need of assistance.

Communications and Information
Another major challenge will be to cre-

ate the necessary communications and in-
formation system architecture to support a
radical new operational concept. A deployed
CJTF headquarters must be able to commu-
nicate not only through traditional rear-
ward, lateral, and forward military linkages,
but with local governmental, nongovern-
mental, and international agencies. The ab-
sence of deployable long-range, multiple-
user systems has been identified as a critical
shortcoming.

Lack of interoperable systems is a sec-
ond critical deficiency. Though the NATO
Integrated Communications System (NICS)
is sophisticated, it is essentially fixed-based
and not deployable. Nor is NICS designed
for connectivity with non-NATO forces
(such as East European partners). Absent also
are any operational level NATO–WEU links.

In the near- to mid-term at least CJTFs
will be heavily dependent on the United
States and other national assets for strategic
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and operational support in communications
and intelligence. In this regard, satellites will
be particularly helpful in extending existing
NICS networks to deployed CJTFs, either
afloat or ashore. Some Europeans have voiced
the goal of eventually acquiring their own
communications and intelligence capabilities,
at least for WEU. Current levels of defense
spending, however, militate against the quick
replacement of these national capabilities.

Operational Capability
Like any new undertaking, CJTF is far

from an operational reality. There are
formidable hurdles to negotiate before the
concept’s minimum requirements are met.
National doctrines on techniques such as
transferring a sea-based headquarters ashore,
defining the C 2 linkages between com-
mands, or airspace control must be honed
by the Alliance and adapted for multina-
tional uses. One bright spot is the existence
of numerous STANAGS, refined over forty
years for collective defense operations,
which will be a valuable reservoir for further
cooperation and new procedures.

Other questions, such as the division of
labor among MNC, MSC, and a CJTF during
operations, the degree of interoperability of
on-hand communications and intelligence,
training and exercise requirements and their
costs, and the need for a detailed assessment
of deployments and movement require-
ments of a CJTF, are virgin territory for
NATO military planners. Fortunately, NATO
military staffs have already begun to tackle
these issues. 

A particularly important issue for NATO
is the impact of nondeploying CJTF head-
quarters personnel should nations exercise
their prerogatives not to provide personnel
assigned to a CJTF headquarters. Answers to
these questions will require a firm grasp not
only of the aims of the CJTF initiative, but
also the multinational political and military
context in which solutions must be devised.
Some issues will require more time to solve,
among them the dearth of English-speaking
commanders and staff officers in East Euro-
pean militaries. No doubt language will be a
barrier to interoperability for some time to
come. On the institutional side, a long-term
investment will be needed to develop the
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modalities of close WEU-NATO cooperation
in crisis response. These two organizations
are just beginning to establish the trans-

parency and reciprocity necessary
for effective coordination.

Regardless of the intent to
avoid costs, some expense will be
unavoidable, such as capital in-
vestment in CJTF-specific equip-
ment, training and exercises, and
operations and maintenance. The
call to dedicate resources to CJTF

will run up against the recent tide of defense
spending cuts, which still has momentum. 

Well begun is half done the old adage
goes. CJTF project officers within NATO and
WEU have achieved much in spite of slow
progress on political issues. Member states
know that unless NATO can solve crises that
threaten their interests, the Alliance will
wither and die even as security problems
multiply. They also know that Central and
East Europe—where most of the instability
that could re-kindle threats along NATO’s
borders is found—must be drawn closer to
NATO to achieve a permanent peace in Eu-
rope. They know, too, that the fledgling
ESDI of the European Union needs room to
develop. That will lead to a greater balance
in the North American-European partner-
ship which many hope will keep NATO
strong. CJTF, more than any other initiative
since the Cold War, offers hope that these
objectives can be achieved.

It is no surprise that CJTF faces many
challenges before becoming operational, par-
ticularly with regard to C2, logistics, and com-
munications. Nonetheless, both ACE and
ACLANT have the capability to respond to
crisis now. This is most evident in the de-
tailed planning that has gone into peace op-
erations in the former Yugoslavia. The final
CJTF concept may, in fact, reflect much of
what is being learned daily by AFSOUTH in
Deny Flight and Sharp Guard. If and when
NATO is called on to perform peacekeeping
duty there, it will deploy essentially a NATO-
led combined joint task force. What this por-
tends for the future of the Alliance is a com-
pletely new NATO capability that addresses

the security concerns of its members and
partners while preserving the nature of the
most successful alliance for security and de-
fense in history. That’s worth pursuing. JFQ

N O T E S

1 See NATO Declaration of Heads of State and Gov-
ernment at the North Atlantic Council meeting in Brus-
sels, January 10–11, 1994, paragraph 9.

2 See Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms, JCS Pub 1 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1987), pp. 76, 200–02, and 367; and
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Pub 3–0, Doctrine for Joint Op-
erations (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1993), p. II–15.

3 Competing definitions dog the broad doctrine of
peace support operations, a NATO term which is identi-
cal to the U.S. term “peace operations.” More confusion
surrounds the category of “peacemaking,” which in
both U.N. and NATO parlance is a strictly diplomatic
undertaking while WEU gives it the meaning that the
United Nations and NATO reserve for “peace enforce-
ment” which involves combat operations. The meaning
of peace enforcement can also be misleading; the best
examples are said to be the Korean and Gulf Wars.

4 CJTF work was begun by NATO’s three MNCs:
ACE, ACLANT, and CINCHAN. But in July 1994 Allied
Command Channel was phased out, leaving only Allied
Command Europe and Allied Command Atlantic. Work
continues in a bi-MNC working group. 

5 Nations with representatives assigned to CJTF
headquarters staff positions will be asked to agree to de-
ploying them even if they do not provide forces. How-
ever, the nature of a voluntary alliance is that deploying
either forces and individual personnel remains a na-
tional prerogative.

6 The Petersberg Declaration (June 1992) imple-
mented the Maastricht Declaration which sought to
have WEU develop a defense identity for the European
Union. In creating a military planning staff, the declara-
tion assigned the task of contingency planning for these
missions.

7 The sixteenth nation, Iceland, has no military forces.
8 MND–C is operational and currently includes Bel-

gian, German, Dutch, and British forces.
9 In addition to ten members, there are two associ-

ate members and nine associate partners. For a list of
WEU member countries see the chart on pp. 40–41 of
this issue of JFQ.

10 WEU C2 at the operational level is ad hoc, with po-
litical authorities designating an operational comman-
der/headquarters and a force commander, usually based
upon national contributions; see WEU CM (93) 7, “Or-
ganization and Operation of WEU in Time of Crisis”.
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